Temporal integration at consecutive processing stages in the auditory pathway of the grasshopper
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IN THE AUDITORY SYSTEMS OF various species the detection thresholds for short stimuli increase with increasing stimulus duration, indicating a temporal integration of sound (Plomp and Bouman 1959; Okano and Dooling 1990; Viemeister et al. 1992; Faure and Hoy 2000; Kastelein et al. 2010). These so-called duration/intensity trade-off experiments usually reveal integration time constants of up to several hundred milliseconds. Such large integration time constants, however, seem at odds with the results of other experimental paradigms, such as gap detection and modulation transfer functions, that reveal a high temporal resolution of the auditory system in the range of a few milliseconds. These contradictory observations were referred to as the temporal integration-resolution paradox (de Boer 1985; Green 1985). Remarkably, detection thresholds were also found to be lower when pairs of very short clicks were presented, compared with the presentation of a single click (e.g., Viemeister and Wakefield 1991; Surylkke and Bojesen 1996; Tougaard 1996; see also Heil et al. 2013). Such experiments revealed temporal integration time constants of only a few milliseconds that approach the time constants found, e.g., in the gap detection paradigm. Apparently these experiments reflect different aspects of auditory time constants than those measured in the duration/intensity trade-off experiments.

Psychoacoustic experiments on humans indicated that detection thresholds depend on energy integration, which traditionally have been described by leaky integrator models (e.g., Garner 1947; Plomp and Bouman 1959; Zwillocki 1960). More recent studies, however, suggested that integration of sound pressure rather than of sound energy explains detection thresholds in vertebrate ears, both in cortical neurons and on the perceptual level in mammals (including humans), and in fish and birds (Heil and Neubauer 2001, 2003). Heil and Neubauer (2003) proposed that the integrator is located in the synaptic region between the inner hair cell and the auditory nerve fiber. They further proposed a solution to the integration-resolution paradox: the decrease in detection threshold with increasing sound duration could be based on an increase in the mean rate of individual subevents (e.g., calcium-binding steps in synaptic processing; for a review, see Heil 2004). As an alternative, a decrease of detection thresholds with stimulus duration has been attributed to the summation of detection probabilities rather than to the integration of sound energy in insect ears (Tougaard 1998).

In insect ears, the auditory receptor neurons were described as energy detectors (Surylkke et al. 1988; Tougaard 1996; Gollisch et al. 2002); the same is suggested for interneurons in the auditory pathway of katydids (Faure and Hoy 2000) and crickets (Sabourin et al. 2008). Gollisch and Herz (2005) described the auditory transduction in the locust ear with an energy integration model, comprising a series of two linear filters and two nonlinear transformations. Anatomical differences in the vertebrate and invertebrate ear may be the cause for the integration of different sound properties: in locusts, the receptors are directly attached to the tympanic membrane, and the receptor axons form the fibers of the auditory nerve (e.g., Michelsen 1971; Römer 1976).

Several studies investigated the temporal resolution capacities of grasshoppers (e.g., Franz and Ronacher 2002; Prinz and Ronacher 2002; Ronacher et al. 2008). Here, we use the grasshopper auditory pathway as a model system to investigate temporal integration at different processing stages. Many grasshopper species rely on acoustic signaling for mate recognition and attraction. Therefore, their auditory system needs to reliably extract song features to recognize conspecifics and to evaluate a potential mate’s attractiveness (von Helversen 1972; Stange and Ronacher 2012). The first stages of the grasshopper auditory pathway are located in the metathoracic ganglion and...
consist of a highly accessible three-layered feed-forward network that is conserved between grasshopper species (Römer and Marquart 1984; Stumpner and Ronacher 1991; Neuhofer et al. 2008). It comprises ~60 receptor neurons per ear that project onto ~15 first-order interneurons, the local neurons, via excitatory synapses; these neurons in turn convey excitatory and inhibitory input onto ~20 second-order interneurons, the ascending neurons (Römer and Marquart 1984; Stumpner and Ronacher 1991; Jacobs et al. 1999; Stumpner and von Helversen 2001; Vogel et al. 2005; Vogel and Ronacher 2007). The ascending neurons transmit the processed information about auditory stimuli to the brain, where the song attractiveness is evaluated and ultimate behavioral decisions are triggered (Ronacher et al. 1986; Bauer and von Helversen 1987).

Auditory receptor neurons faithfully encode the amplitude modulations, i.e., the envelope, of a sensory stimulus in their spike patterns (e.g., Machens et al. 2001; Rokem et al. 2006), whereas the ascending neurons rather respond to specific stimulus features (Stumpner et al. 1991; Ronacher et al. 2004). Recent studies suggest that a change in coding strategy occurs in the auditory pathway, namely from a summed population code with emphasis on the timing of spikes, implemented in the receptors and local neurons, to a labeled-line code implemented in the ascending neurons (Clemens et al. 2011, 2012; see also Hildebrandt 2014). Since ascending neurons exhibit specific auditory filters with different properties, the assumption of a uniform temporal integration time constant in ascending neurons or in the whole auditory system seems less likely. On the other hand, neuron-specific temporal integration properties could enable particularly the ascending neurons to detect (species-specific) features in an amplitude-modulated sound. Different types of temporal integration could thereby form a neurophysiological basis for a labeled-line code in the ascending neurons. Hence, studying temporal integration at consecutive stages in the auditory pathway may help to reveal auditory filters as well as temporal limitations on auditory processing and may give hints to the underlying mechanisms.

We performed intracellular recordings from morphologically identified neurons at three subsequent processing stages in Locusta migratoria, while measuring the detection thresholds for single clicks and pairs of clicks with varying interclick intervals (ICIs). In addition, we studied the potential underlying physiological mechanisms by analyzing the postsynaptic potentials of some of these neurons.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Electrophysiology

We used male and female locusts (Locusta migratoria), obtained from commercial suppliers. Animals were kept at room temperature with ad libitum food supply.

We recorded from morphologically identified neurons in the metathoracic ganglion of the locusts. Detailed procedures on animal preparation, neuron staining and identification are given in Vogel et al. (2005) and Wesczhe and Ronacher (2008). During recording, the preparation was kept at a constant temperature of 30 ± 2°C by means of a Peltier element. The preparation was placed in a Faraday cage lined with pyramidal foam to minimize echoes.

Electrodes were made from glass borosilicate capillaries (GC100F-10; Harvard Apparatus) by using a horizontal puller (P87 or P-2000, Sutter Instruments) and filled with 3–5% Lucifer Yellow in 0.5 M LiCl. Electrode impedances ranged from ~25 to ~120 MΩ but mostly between 50 and 90 MΩ. Intracellular signals were amplified (SEC05LX; npi electronics) and digitized with an A/D converter (PCI-MIO-16E-4; National Instruments). In parallel, we recorded the envelope of our digital output signal (that is, the acoustic stimulus). Since the click stimuli presented were extremely short with a total duration of 40 μs/click, an unusually high sampling rate of 80 kHz was used. The membrane voltage and the acoustic stimuli were stored via a custom-made program (LabView 7; National Instruments) on a personal computer. Spikes were detected offline by applying a voltage threshold.

Acoustic Stimulation and Stimulus Protocols

Sounds were generated with a custom-made program (Matlab; The MathWorks) on a personal computer. The signals were delivered via a 100-kHz D/A-converter (PCI-MIO-16E-4) and attenuation (ATN-01M; npi electronics) to an amplifier (Mercury 2000; Jensen) that drove a set of speakers (RT-7 Pro; Expolinear). The speakers were placed at a 90° and −90° angle with respect to the longitudinal axis of the preparation, each one at a distance of ~40 cm from one of the animal’s ears. Sound intensity was calibrated with a microphone (1/2 in.; type 4133; Bruel & Kjær) and a measuring amplifier (type 2209; Bruel & Kjær). When a stable recording was established, a rate-intensity response curve was measured by presenting 100-ms noise pulses from the left and the right loudspeaker. The pulses were presented in 8-dB steps from 32 to 88 dB and repeated at least three times. The click stimuli were then presented from the more effective side.

We obtained the detection threshold for single clicks and click pairs with varying ICIs. Five repetitions of a single click were presented in 8-dB steps from 32- to 88-dB SPL to get a rough first estimate of the detection threshold. The rough first threshold estimate was evaluated online by visually monitoring poststimulus spiking activity in the membrane voltage trace displayed on an oscilloscope. Thus we could roughly determine the intensity range of interest. For finer estimation of the detection threshold, we then presented single clicks (5 or 10 repetitions) and click pairs with varying ICIs (10 repetitions each), in 2-dB steps around the rough threshold estimate, usually covering a range of 10–16 dB. The ICIs tested were 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, and 30 ms. Figure 1A shows the digital single and click pair waveforms used to drive the loudspeakers and microphone recordings of the air pressure fluctuations at the site of the animal’s ear.

Data Analysis

All data analysis was carried out using Matlab (The MathWorks), except for linear regression fits to first-spike latencies which were calculated in Excel 2013 (Microsoft Office).

Because neurons commonly responded with one spike to a click near threshold, neurons with high rates of spontaneous activity had to be excluded from further analysis. We analyzed the following cells: 8 receptors, 17 local neurons, and 15 ascending neurons (ANs). It was not determined whether the receptor neurons were of the high- or low-frequency type (compare, e.g., Michelsen 1971). The local neurons can be divided into primary-like local neurons (TN1, n = 8; SN1, n = 1) and nonprimary-like local neurons (BSN1, n = 7). Ascending neurons can be grouped into direction-coding neurons (AN1, n = 7; AN2, n = 2) and pattern-coding neurons (AN11, n = 2; AN12, n = 3); these ascending neurons are all excited by auditory input. The AN10 neuron plays a role in sensorimotor integration and is excited by auditory input (e.g., Pearson et al. 1985). Since not each single cell was tested with every ICI, the exact n for different cell types for each stimulus is given in the RESULTS.

Determination of detection thresholds. To assess the integration time of the neurons, the detection threshold for the single clicks and click pairs had to be defined. To this end, for each individual neuron the poststimulus time histogram for each stimulus across all intensities was visually inspected. A time window (ranging 5–60 ms after stimulus onset) with stimulus-related activity could thus be chosen.
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such that the activity of the neuron was evaluated during the identical time window at all intensities. The spontaneous activity of the neuron was determined in a time window of the same length before stimulus onset. A sign test was conducted to compare the spike count during spontaneous activity and the spike count during the time window where stimulus-induced activity was expected. Separate tests were performed for each stimulus and at each intensity. The lowest intensity at which poststimulus activity significantly exceeded spontaneous activity ($P < 0.05$) was considered the detection threshold of the neuron for the specific stimulus (Fig 1B, left).

In some recordings we presented only five stimulus repetitions of the single click and thus the sign test could not be used to calculate the detection threshold. Because neurons commonly responded with only one spike per click to stimuli near the threshold, any spike falsely counted as a “detection” of the stimulus will strongly affect the results. Therefore, it was ensured that in these specific recordings no spontaneous spikes occurred during 130 ms before stimulus onset. Since the neurons thus showed a negligible spontaneous firing activity, we considered it unlikely that spikes occurred spontaneously in the short time window after stimulus presentation. These neurons were therefore included in further analysis and the detection threshold was determined as the lowest intensity at which the neuron responded with at least one spike to the stimulus in at least 80% of the trials (Fig 1B, right). This procedure was applied to four individual neurons (2 TN1 and 2 BSN1). After the detection threshold for each specific stimulus was calculated, that is, single clicks and click pairs with varying ICIs, the data were pooled by neuron type. To this end we calculated the difference in detection threshold for single clicks, $\text{Thresh}_{sc}$, and the detection threshold for single clicks, $\text{Thresh}_{sc}$, which gave us a single measure of the relative threshold difference, $\Delta$threshold, for each neuron. Hence, $\Delta$threshold is given by

$$\Delta\text{threshold} = \text{Thresh}_{sc} - \text{Thresh}_{sc}.$$  

Negative values of $\Delta$threshold thus indicate a lower detection threshold for click pairs. This evaluation allowed us to plot the calculated $\Delta$threshold values as a function of the click pair ICIs for each neuron type, and we inferred the degree and time courses of temporal integration from these data plots.

As mentioned above, temporal integration is often described by leaky energy integration (e.g., Plomp and Bouman 1959; Zwislocki et al. 1960, 1962). Therefore, we tested this model by fitting an exponential function to part of the data with the least-squares method. Accordingly, $\Delta$threshold is described as a function of the ICI of the click pair ($\Delta t$) by

$$\Delta\text{threshold} = -10\log\left(e^{-\frac{\Delta t}{\tau}} + 1\right),$$  

where $\tau$ is the time constant of the leaky integrator (see also Tougaard 1996). Note that $\tau$ here corresponds to the time point when the effect is reduced by 50%, that is, $\Delta$threshold reaches half of its maximal absolute value.

Analysis of postsynaptic potentials. To assess possible underlying neurophysiological mechanisms of temporal integration, we studied the excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in dendritic recordings of single specimens of BSN1 and AN12. To accomplish this, the membrane voltage traces in subthreshold stimulus trials (that is, trials in which the stimulus was presented at intensities below detection threshold and no spike occurred after the stimulus) were smoothed with a moving average window of 0.0625 ms and averaged. The inclusion criterion was at least eight subthreshold stimulus trials without a spike response. The baseline activity of the neuron was calculated as the mean potential during the 130 ms before stimulus onset. If spontaneous spikes occurred, they were excluded so as not to influence baseline measures. The standard deviation of the baseline activity was calculated as the standard deviation during the same time window. An EPSP was considered to have occurred when the amplitude of the potential after stimulus onset increased to a value > baseline potential + 3 × standard deviation.

EPSP amplitudes were determined as the difference between the baseline voltage and the maximum voltage peak. Exponential functions were fitted to the decaying phase of the EPSP, or to the decaying phase after the last peak in a compound EPSP, to determine the decay time constant (Fig. 1C). To quantify the duration of the excited state, we further calculated full duration at half-maximum values (FDHM).

Note, however, that the EPSP analysis has some limitations, particularly since dendritic recordings were available only for single specimens; in addition the EPSP shapes could only be correlated to the stimuli, and the influence of passive membrane capacities could not be disentangled from presynaptic processes. However, finding EPSPs as a response to a subthreshold stimulus shows that these definitely occur in a specific neuron type. Therefore, our results should be regarded as examples of possible integration mechanisms and their time courses, clearly showing that temporal integration is not purely presynaptic to specific neuron types but can be based on neuron-intrinsic computations in higher order neurons.

RESULTS

The time courses of the detection threshold shifts revealed a number of different mechanisms of temporal integration implemented in the locust auditory pathway. As a criterion for leaky integration, the detection threshold should monotonically increase with increasing stimulus intervals. Energy integration can only yield a maximal threshold shift of $3 \text{ dB}$, since a doubling of sound energy corresponds to a $+3 \text{ dB}$ higher sound intensity. With those criteria the leaky energy integration model was only applicable to the auditory receptor neurons and the primary-like local neurons (TN1 and SN1). Higher order neurons showed mainly two distinct phenomena: either, no temporal integration effects on threshold, or strong nonmonotonic threshold shifts with a range of “optimal” ICIs.
Temporal integration in receptor neurons and local neurons. At Δthreshold = 0 (grey stippled lines), the detection thresholds for the click pairs were the same as for a single click. A: temporal integration in receptor neurons (n = 8; 2- and 20-ms ICIs, n = 7; 3-, 4-, and 8-ms ICIs, n = 6; 10- and 30-ms ICIs, n = 5) could be described with a leaky energy integrator model with a time constant of 0.82 ms (grey curve, $R^2 = 0.69$). B: temporal integration in primary-like local neurons (TN1 and SN1) (n = 9; 8-, 10-, and 20-ms ICIs, n = 8; 30-ms ICI, n = 1) was close to the findings in receptor neurons. The leaky integrator model could be fitted with a time constant of 0.54 ms (grey curve, $R^2 = 0.58$). C: temporal integration in the nonprimary-like local neuron BSN1 (n = 7; 30 ms, n = 4). At 1- to 4-ms ICIs the threshold reduction was significant ($P < 0.05$, Wilcoxon signed rank-test). A–C: values are means, and error bars depict SE.

Leaky Energy Integration

Figure 2A shows the differences between the thresholds found for a single click and for click pairs with increasing ICIs for the receptor neurons. A clear threshold reduction occurred at an ICI of 1 ms, whereas at larger click separations the two-click paradigm resulted in similar thresholds as a single click (Δthreshold = ~0). The results were consistent with energy integration by a leaky integrator with a time constant of 0.82 ms (Fig. 2A; $R^2 = 0.69$). The same effect was found for the primary-like interneurons TN1 and SN1 (Fig. 2B); the detection threshold reduction resembled that of receptors, but the effect was weaker. A leaky energy integrator model could be fitted with a time constant of 0.54 ms ($R^2 = 0.58$). However, the time constant estimates in both the receptors and primary-like local neurons are probably still too large, in view of the fact that the smallest ICI used was 1 ms. In any case, it is clear that the integration time constant was <1 ms, and the primary-like local neurons did not exhibit any indication of temporal integration that exceeded the effect found in receptor neurons.

No Clear Indication of Temporal Integration

Two types of ascending neurons (AN2 and AN11; Fig. 3, A and B) showed no clear indication of temporal integration. These findings are puzzling, since we found temporal integration in the receptors; accordingly, higher order interneurons should at least show the same threshold shift at a 1-ms ICI as the receptors. This issue will be addressed later in the Discussion.

Temporal Integration at Specific ICIs in Higher Order Interneurons

Other neurons displayed strong threshold shifts, with maximal reduction at specific ICIs. This group comprises four neuron types: the local neuron BSN1 and the ascending neurons AN1, AN10, and AN12. As can be inferred from Fig. 2C, the BSN1 exhibited a clear threshold reduction up to a 6-ms ICI; this effect was significant at 1- to 4-ms ICIs ($P < 0.05$, Wilcoxon signed rank test). A larger reduction in threshold occurred at 2- to 3-ms ICIs than at a 1-ms ICI. On the single neuron level, four out of seven neurons had a lower threshold at 2 and/or 3 ms than at a 1-ms ICI; and in no specimen was the 1-ms threshold below the threshold at 2- and/or 3-ms ICIs. In the AN1 neurons we found a maximal threshold shift of ~3 to ~4 dB (Fig. 3C). The effect was strongest at 3- to 6-ms ICIs (significant with $P < 0.05$, Wilcoxon signed rank test). In four out of seven specimens, the threshold was lowest at ICIs between 3 and 6 ms, and in none of the neurons was the threshold higher at 3- to 6-ms ICIs than at 1- and/or 2-ms ICIs. The threshold reduction extended up to 8 ms. In a third group of neurons (AN10 and AN12), the effect of click pairs on detection threshold was even stronger, with threshold shifts of ~6 dB and ~7 dB, respectively, for click pairs (Fig. 3, D and E). Again, the threshold did not increase monotonically
with ICI, but occurred at an optimal time window: at ICIs ≤ 4 ms in AN10 and 2- to 4-ms ICIs in AN12. In AN12, the detection thresholds at 2- to 4-ms ICIs were at least as low as at a 1-ms ICI in all neurons and lower in two out of three neurons. The threshold reduction was still visible at a 10-ms ICI.

Due to the nonmonotonic shape of the temporal integration curves, a leaky integration model could be excluded for the local neuron BSN1 and the ascending neurons AN1, AN10, and AN12. Theoretically, in a click pair-paradigm two mechanisms could lead to the reduction in detection threshold determined by a spike count measure, as applied in this study. First, due to a “joint probability” effect: when a close-to-threshold event (as a single click) occurs, it is detected with a certain probability. If the detection probability was independent for each click in a pair and no integration occurred, these detection probabilities for each event would sum up (see Tougaard 1996, 1998). Second, the two clicks of a click pair could be temporally integrated. To test how strongly our results are influenced by “joint probability,” we analyzed first spike latencies. If the first-spike latencies are latency locked to the ICI duration, this indicates a temporal integration effect. Most spikes clearly occurred after the second click in BSN1, AN1, AN10, and AN12 (Fig. 4), and the latencies increased systematically with ICI. The influence of joint probability was low since only few singular spikes occurred as a response to the subthreshold first click of the pair. Thus the threshold shifts observed were not artifacts of joint probability but were based on temporal integration.

While a subpopulation of ANs did not show any consistent effects of temporal integration, other ANs and the local neuron BSN1 showed nonmonotonic threshold shifts with maximal threshold reductions at neuron-specific “optimal” ICI windows. How do these different effects arise: are they based on presynaptic network activity or on neuron-intrinsic computations? We will now investigate possible underlying mechanisms by looking at the shapes of postsynaptic potentials in BSN1 and AN12.

Post synaptic Potentials Underlying Temporal Integration

One possible way to distinguish neuron-intrinsic and presynaptic network computations in intracellular recordings is to correlate the time courses of postsynaptic potentials with the stimulus. To this end, we looked at EPSPs evoked by the acoustic stimulation in a dendritic recording from BSN1 and AN12.

In BSN1 a clear EPSP was elicited by a single click with subthreshold intensity starting from 4 dB below single click threshold (Fig. 5A). EPSP amplitudes were significantly larger at higher sound pressure levels (4 dB below threshold vs. 2 dB below threshold; P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis-test). There was no clear relationship found between ICI and EPSP amplitude. Decay time constants of the subthreshold EPSPs were not significantly different for increasing sound pressure levels or across ICIs (mean decay time constant: 4.2 ± 1.5 ms). A linear relationship (R² = 0.86 and 0.89, respectively) was found when looking at the EPSP FDHM, which increased with increasing ICI but only up to a 4-ms ICI (Fig. 5C); this increase in FDHM was based on temporal summation of the excitatory synaptic inputs for short ICIs (Fig. 5B). Note that this is also the range in which the detection threshold shift was most prominent. From an ICI of ≥6 ms on, the EPSP shape showed two distinct peaks such that the first peak had a FDHM value comparable to that elicited by a single click (mean: 5.67 ± 1 ms for click pairs with ICI ≥6 ms, 5.73 ± 0.36 ms for a single click). That is, no substantial integration of the second click occurred at the level of the EPSP in the BSN1 at ICIs ≥6 ms, which is consistent with the time range of the temporal integration on the BSN1 group level (Fig. 2C).

AN12 exhibited a clear EPSP as a response to single clicks presented at subthreshold intensities, starting at least 8 dB below detection threshold (which was the lowest intensity presented during this recording); see Fig. 5D for single trial EPSPs evoked by a single click at different intensities. The shapes of the single trial EPSPs reveal that the underlying mechanism for integration in the AN12 was neuron-intrinsic temporal summation (Fig. 5E). However, at 1- to 4-ms ICIs, the first EPSP peak was much larger than at longer ICIs; this implies that at small ICIs, the neuron may receive already integrated input from the presynaptic network. The FDHM of the EPSP increased fairly linearly between 4- and 10-ms ICIs (R² = 0.45–0.99, Fig. 5F), roughly corresponding to the range of temporal integration in Fig. 3E. The time constants for the

Fig. 4. First spike latencies to click pair stimuli of typical single neurons, stimulated at intensities below single click detection threshold. Linear regression lines were fit to the 1st-spike latencies at all ICIs in which a threshold shift occurred at the group level in the neuron type (data points printed in bold): 1- to 6-ms ICIs in BSN1, 1- to 8-ms ICIs in AN1, 1- and 8-ms ICIs in AN10, and 1- and 10-ms ICIs in AN12 (compare Fig. 2C and Fig 3C-E). The 95% confidence interval of the regression fits enclose the value 1, though in AN1 the slope was <1. A slope close to 1 indicates a linear increase of the 1st spike latency with the timing of the 2nd click and thus a response integration or facilitation.
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EPSP decay for the various stimuli were not significantly different (mean 9.7 ± 1.9 ms). The EPSP amplitudes were significantly larger at 4 dB than at 6 and 8 dB below single click detection threshold (P < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis-test).

Unfortunately, the amplitude of an EPSP cannot be compared across recordings, for instance, to estimate input strength onto BSN1 and AN12, since it depends strongly on the recording site.

DISCUSSION

A major finding of this study is the diversity of response types in different neurons. We found evidence for leaky energy integration in the receptor neurons, with a time constant of 0.82 ms. Primary-like local interneurons did not show effects of temporal integration exceeding those in the receptors. A leaky energy integrator model with a similar time constant could describe the data, and no effects beyond a 1-ms ICI were found. A subpopulation of ANs did not show any consistent effects of temporal integration, whereas some local neurons and ANs showed nonmonotonic threshold shifts with maximal threshold reductions at neuron-specific “optimal” ICI windows.

Leaky Energy Integration at the First Stages in the Locust’s Auditory Pathway

Only neurons at the very periphery of the locust auditory pathway, the auditory receptors and the primary-like local neurons, responded in a way consistent with a leaky energy integrator model. The very short time constant in the receptor neurons (probably smaller than 0.82 ms) is in line with results of Gollisch and Herz (2005) on locusts but clearly smaller than the 3.4 and 4.1 ms obtained with a click pair paradigm for the A1 receptors in moths (Tougaard 1996). According to Gollisch and Herz (2005), integration at an ICI of 1 ms is based on electrical integration at the neural membrane, since mechanical integration at the tympanum occurs and decays faster. Windmill et al. (2008) investigated tympanic mechanisms with short (15 μs) sound pulses and found that the oscillation of the tympanic membrane outlasted their stimulus by a factor of 10 (see also Schiolten et al. 1981). Hence, even at the smallest ICI used in our study (1 ms), the oscillation of the tympanic membrane elicited with the 40-μs clicks most probably had ceased before the second click reached the tympanum. We conclude that temporal integration at the timescales measured in our experiment is based on neural integration, i.e., accumulation of electrical charges over the neuron’s membranes.

Temporal integration in primary-like local neurons (TN1 and SN1) was weak and in the range of temporal integration in the receptors, with a time constant of ~0.5 ms. Apparently, these local neurons did not perform neuron-intrinsic summation of subthreshold input, since the effects found here did not exceed those of the receptor neurons. The short time constants in locust receptor cells and primary-like neurons enable a
precise coding and a high temporal resolution for the analysis of sound signals.

Temporal Integration at Later Processing Stages

The threshold shifts indicative of temporal integration in the ascending and some local neurons (BSN1, AN1, AN10, and AN12) did exceed by far the time constants and shift amplitudes found in receptor neurons and primary-like local neurons. Thus we must postulate additional mechanisms. Maximal threshold reductions occurred at neuron type-specific ICI windows (2–3 ms for BSN1, 3–6 ms for AN1, <6 ms for AN10, and 2–4 ms for AN12). Also, the amplitudes of the maximal threshold reduction differed between neuron types (~3 dB for BSN1 and AN1, ~6 dB for AN10, and ~7 dB for AN12).

All higher order interneurons receive their input ultimately from the receptor neurons, either directly via monosynaptic connections or indirectly via synaptic processing of receptor-driven interneurons (e.g., Boyan 1992). The first location where integration effects exceeding the temporal integration in receptor neurons can be produced are the synapses between receptors and the respective local neurons. Various effects could contribute: 1) the processing within synapses can be highly nonlinear, as is known from many studies investigating, e.g., spike-timing-dependent plasticity and synaptic facilitation and depression (Baker and Carlson 2014; for reviews, see Zucker and Regehr 2002; Dan and Poo 2004). ICI-dependent efficacy of synaptic transmission could therefore affect the integration time course in the postsynaptic cell. 2) Temporal jitter in presynaptic inputs could further influence integration time in a higher order neuron, for instance, caused by differences in axonal conductance speed (Römer 1976). 3) Other mechanisms contributing to temporal integration could be active dendritic postsynaptic currents (Remme and Rinzel 2011) or passive membrane properties of the postsynaptic cell, and 4) different time courses of excitatory and inhibitory input (Stumpner and Ronacher 1991; Oswald et al. 2006). Thus several mechanisms may interact in a complex manner to produce the final temporal integration time window of a higher order neuron. Some mechanisms can be regarded as purely presynaptic to the respective neuron. Others necessarily require neuron-intrinsic computations on top of presynaptic processing, such as the summation of postsynaptic input. Due to this complexity it is difficult to separate the influence of different mechanisms on the temporal integration capabilities of a higher order neuron. Nonetheless, we will try to disentangle at least to some degree presynaptic from neuron-intrinsic effects.

The BSN1 neuron receives input from different receptor populations (Römer and Marquart 1984); thus the width of its EPSP could be influenced by a temporal jitter of the input delivered by the receptor neurons and by different spike propagation speeds in different receptor populations (Römer 1976; Halex et al. 1988). BSN1 projects onto AN1 (Marquart 1985; Boyan 1992) and could thus mediate temporal integration in the range of its own time constant. The amount of threshold reduction is similar in both neurons. However, as the optimal ICI window is larger in AN1, additional effects seem to contribute to the temporal integration properties of AN1.

A candidate mechanism to explain the finding of “optimal” ICIs for several ANs is neuronal facilitation. Two-tone facilitation has been described for subthreshold stimuli e.g., in the cochlear nerve of gerbils (Henry 1991) and in the cochlear nucleus of guinea pigs (Jiang et al. 1996), visible by a decrease in detection threshold for two consecutive tones. Possible mechanisms for facilitation include the increase of transmitter release probability from residual Ca2+ levels in presynapses upon arrival of a second action potential with a brief delay (see Fortune and Rose 2001 for a review on temporal filtering by means of short-term synaptic plasticity). An exclusive tuning to specific ICIs, comparable, e.g., to duration tuning known from the vertebrate midbrain and cortex (e.g., Ehrlich et al. 1997; He et al. 1997), however, was not found in locusts’ neurons: all cells in the present study responded to a single click, provided that it was loud enough. A multiple-looks model (Viemeister and Wakefield 1991) can be excluded for this processing stage in the grasshopper, since it incorporates a long-term decrease in detection thresholds in the range of several hundred milliseconds.

Why Do Some Cells Not Exhibit Temporal Integration?

Some cells did not show effects of temporal integration exceeding the integration in receptors, such as the primary-like local neurons TN1 and SN1, others showed no threshold shifts at all (AN2 and AN11). This latter observation was unexpected: since the receptors integrate over short ICIs, at least this effect should be transmitted to later stages. A possible reason for the (apparent) loss of threshold reduction might be that the threshold reduction was rather small in the receptors and primary-like neurons. Thus the increasing variability at the next processing level (see Vogel et al. 2005) might have masked this small effect in a way that it could not be determined in these neurons with the 2-dB steps applied here. However, a small effect may not be biologically relevant.

Relations Between Temporal Integration and Temporal Filtering?

The very short integration times of receptors and primary-like neurons TN1/SN1 are in line with results obtained in a modulation-transfer-function (temporal MTF) paradigm, where these neurons exhibited high temporal resolution (mean corner frequencies 172 ± 17 Hz, n = 11, and 142 ± 43 Hz, n = 11, respectively, data from Wohlgemuth et al. 2011 and Weschke and Ronacher 2008). Likewise, the best modulation frequencies (BMFs) were high (131 ± 28 Hz; 103 ± 33 Hz). In ANs corner frequencies and BMFs were distinctly lower: mean corner frequencies of AN1, AN2, and AN12 were found between 40 and 53 Hz (n = 5, 2, 2), and of AN11 78 ± 46 Hz (n = 4); mean BMFs were uniformly distributed between 30 and 56 Hz (see also Fig. 11.4 in Ronacher 2014). These data of ANs would fit to a more integrative filter type, which leads to lower corner frequencies and lower BMFs (cf. Nagel and Doupe 2006). BSN1 had a somewhat intermediate position between the primary-like local and the ANs (corner frequency: 129 ± 45 Hz; BMF: 81 ± 41 Hz; n = 15). However, these results give no hints to explain the differences we observed between AN2 and AN11 on one side, showing no consistent temporal integration (Fig. 3, A and B), and AN1 and AN12 that showed long-lasting integration effects (Fig. 3, C and E); AN10 was not included in the earlier sample.

In a modeling study Clemens et al. (2012) found two distinct classes of neurons, largely corresponding to the classes of local neurons and ANs: TN1 and SN1 belonged to the class of
“derivative-like” neurons, whereas BSN1 (phasic subtype), AN1, and AN2 belong to the “leading-suppressive” class. Remarkably, the neurons showed only small differences in the filters derived from the spike-triggered averages (STA filters) but differed mainly in their spike-triggered covariance-filters (Clemens et al. 2012). Unfortunately, their sample did not cover AN11 and AN12, but again the data by Clemens et al. (2012) offer no explanation for the differences between AN1 and AN2 visible in Fig. 3, A and C. A possible conclusion is that the cellular processes investigated with the click pair paradigm bear no direct relation to the phenomena measured in the other paradigms because of the different intensities used. Nagel and Doupe (2006) report strong effects of stimulus intensity on the filter shapes. Hence, a crucial difference may have been the stimulus level, which was 10–15 dB above the respective neuron’s threshold in the study of Clemens et al. (2012); similarly, the MTFs were obtained at ~20 dB above threshold (Wohlgemuth et al. 2011). In particular, with sound levels around threshold we found no indications for an inhibitory input to the investigated neurons, whereas interactions between excitation and inhibition, and their respective timing, have been postulated as crucial factors that determine the shape of auditory filters (Clemens et al. 2012; Hennig et al. 2014; Ronacher et al. 2015).

Relation to Long-Term Integration

For the auditory periphery of vertebrates it has been proposed that only short-term integration occurs, and (what seems to be) long-term integration is based on the accumulation of independent synaptic subevents eventually leading to spike generation in an auditory receptor with a time delay; according to this idea, this time delay has been traditionally (mis-)interpreted as long-term temporal integration (Heil and Neubauer 2001, 2003). Other authors have also refuted the idea of long integration time constants in the auditory periphery and argue instead that long-term temporal integration is centrally generated (e.g., Viemeister and Wakefield 1991; Viemeister et al. 1992; Lütkenhöner 2011; Saija et al. 2014). Also, for insects, Tougaard (1998) proposes a distinction between two temporal integration time constants: an intrinsic one, for the peripheral auditory neurons, and a behavioral time constant, generated in the central nervous system. Previous experiments have in fact shown that grasshoppers have “behavioral time constants,” substantially longer than the neuronal ones we present here: male grasshoppers (Chorthippus biguttulus), for instance, respond to female songs lasting only 250 ms as precisely as to songs of the natural duration of 1,000 ms (Ronacher and Krahe 1998, 2000), which suggests an upper limit for a behavioral integration time constant of ~250 ms.

To summarize, in the locust’s auditory pathway temporal integration properties differ remarkably between neuron types. Only the responses of neurons at the very periphery could be described by a leaky integrator model. In contrast, several neurons at the next processing stages exhibited a stronger threshold reduction at longer ICIs than at the 1-ms interval. We found no clear relation between neuron-specific temporal integration and temporal filters as described by Clemens et al. (2012). The specific mechanisms contributing to these observations must be addressed in future studies.
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